
 
 

June 27, 2011 
 
Gary Stern 
NOAA Fisheries 
777 Sonoma Avenue, Room 325 
Santa Rosa, CA 95404 
 
Sheila Larsen 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2605 
Sacramento, CA 95825 
 
 
Re: Searsville Relationship with Stanford’s Non-Potable and Lake Water 
System 
 
Dear Mr. Stern and Ms. Larsen: 
 
As suggested by Jim Monroe in our June 21st meeting, the following compilation 
of information is intended to provide additional clarity about Beyond Searsville 
Dam, and its partner organizations, stated position that Searsville Dam and 
Reservoir and their activities are inseparable from and therefore must be 
considered a part of Stanford’s non-potable “Lake Water” system. Please also 
forward this letter to Jim Monroe with the Department of Interior Solicitor’s Office 
and other NOAA and USFWS legal counsel involved with the Stanford HCP 
process. 
 
 
Relationship between Searsville Dam and the “Lake Water” system- 
 
Below are key considerations that establish the inseparable relationship between 
Searsville Dam and its activities with the other components and activities of the 
integrated “Lake Water” system. 
 
1) Searsville Dam is a Felt Reservoir diversion facility. 
 



As an off-stream reservoir, Felt Reservoir, is almost entirely dependent upon 
three instream diversion facilities that are critical components of the Lake Water 
system. One of the three diversions that divert flow to Felt Reservoir is Searsville 
Dam and it’s related diversion activities and connected infrastructure. Stanford’s 
June 09, 2006 “Lake Water Sources” map (p.49 HCP and attached below) clearly 
shows the direct connection between Searsville Dam and Felt Reservoir by way 
of shown “Pipes” and the “Searsville Booster Pump Station”. The draft HCP (p. 
59) also states; “Felt Reservoir is filled almost entirely from the Los Trancos 
Creek diversion, but recent system upgrades allow for water from the pumping 
station on San Francisquito Creek and Searsville Reservoir to be moved to Felt 
Reservoir for storage and distribution.” 
 
Stanford Professor David Freyberg, often referred to as the most knowledgeable 
faculty member at Stanford with regards to the University’s water systems, 
describes the relationship as follows: Searsville Reservoir “feeds into the same 
system that Felt Lake feeds into. In fact, we can move water from one reservoir 
to the other. We can move water from this (Searsville) Reservoir into Felt Lake. 
We have to pump it a little bit, but we can move them back and forth.” 
-Prof. David Freyberg. July 11, 2006 Hillier Lecture Series- “You Are What You 
Drink: Stanford’s Water Systems”. 
http://www.stanford.edu/dept/lc/efs/2006/summer/FHSLecture1.html 
 
Searsville is not just an on-stream storage reservoir. Searsville Dam is one of the 
principle diversion facilities for Felt Reservoir. Searsville Reservoir can also 
reportedly obtain and store water diverted from San Francisquito Pump Station 
and Los Trancos Creek diversions by way of Felt Reservoir. Just as the other two 
Felt Reservoir diversion structures (Los Trancos Diversion and SF Pump Station) 
appropriately provide fish passage and bypass flows for downstream habitat and 
wildlife, the third Felt Reservoir diversion (Searsville Dam) must also be 
adequately assessed in the HCP and EIS and brought into compliance as have 
the other diversion sources impacting listed species. 
 
 
2) San Francisquito Pump Station receives modified by-pass flows from 
Searsville 
 
As stated in Stanford’s legal counsel Rob Donlan’s previously submitted 2006 
letter to the State Water Resources Control Board, the San Francisquito Creek 
Pump Station diverts flows “which at times includes water bypassed at Searsville 
Dam.” Page 6 of Stanford’s 2008 Dept. of Fish and Game 1602 Lake and 
Streambed Alteration Agreement states; "As part of the San Francisquito Creek 
project, Stanford will modify the San Francisquito Creek Pump Station to facilitate 
capture of bypassed flows from the modified Los Trancos Creek diversion facility, 
and additional water under other claimed water rights." Page 1 of the Agreement 
includes “Corte Madera” Creek as one of the streams that Stanford is "proposing 
to substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow of, or substantially change the 



bed, channel, or bank of, or use material from the streambed or lake of...” This 
DFG 1602 Agreement was made for the Felt Diversion, Felt Reservoir, and San 
Francisquito Creek Pump Station, however, despite specifically excluding 
Searsville Dam and activities, the Agreement clearly acknowledges the 
connection to the Searsville diversion, which is the University’s only diversion 
source on the Agreements listed “Corte Madera Creek”. The Agreement 
acknowledges that the San Francisquito Creek Pump Station will “capture” 
“additional water” “bypassed” at “other claimed water rights” besides Los Trancos 
Diversion. This additional water at “other claimed water rights” includes the Corte 
Madera Creek water bypassed at Searsville Dam, which flows downstream to 
San Francisquito Creek and the San Francisquito Creek Pump Station. The 
diversion of water from Stanford’s Lake Water system diversion at Searsville 
Reservoir (partially to Felt Reservoir), evaporation of water caused by Lake 
Water activities at Searsville Dam and Reservoir, diversion dam spillway 
configuration and operations, and lack of adequate bypass flows over, through, 
or around the dam modify conditions used to determine the stated bypass flows 
that reach the San Francisquito Creek Pump Station as well as habitat conditions 
and listed species between the two Lake Water facilities.   
 
 
Lake Water system impacts from the Searsville Diversion 
 
Stanford’s 2007 “Searsville Dam/Lake and Diversion Fact Sheet” packet includes 
two figures from their consultant Balance Hydrologics (attached below). Figure 1 
shows a “Daily flow hydrograph” for water flowing over Searsville Dam during 
water year 2004 (10-1-2003 to 9-30-2004).  Figure 2 shows overlapping  “Daily 
flow hydrographs for San Francisquito, Los Trancos, and Bear Creeks” for the 
same water year. As the graphs clearly show, Searsville Dam released no flows 
downstream into Corte Madera Creek, and therefore San Francisquito Creek 
downstream, for approximately seven months of the 2004 water year, de-
watering and degrading listed Critical Habitat downstream and preventing 
migration flows. Figure 2 shows San Francisquito Creek, Bear Creek, and Los 
Trancos Creeks all maintaining surface flow throughout the year (as Corte 
Madera Creek does upstream of the influence of the dam and deposited 
sediment delta that extends well upstream of the reservoir and off of Stanford 
lands). Searsville Dam and Reservoir and the associated diversion activities into 
to the Lake Water system released no downstream flows between June 1st and 
Dec. 29th. Stanford Utilities’ 2004 document “Surface Water Diversions Last 10 
Years” reports that up to 100 acre-feet of water have been diverted annually from 
the Searsville diversion between 1995 and October of 2003.  
 
When Searsville Reservoir is full and the dam is spilling, between the seven 
months when it released no water during the 2004 water year, you can see in 
Figure 1 that releases downstream of Searsville Dam follow a similar hydrograph 
pattern as the other three downstream and tributary monitoring sites in Figure 2. 
However, Lake Water diversions and activities at Searsville Dam cause an 



abrupt cessation to downstream flows around June 1st. Figure 1 notes that “Flow 
over the dam seems to stop around June 1, 2004”. Unlike a natural hydrograph 
where winter flows slowly decrease towards a summer and fall baseflow 
condition, Searsville Dam and diversion activities cause an extremely rapid 
drawdown; a situation that can strand and kill aquatic life. Such rapid drawdowns 
and dewatering of Critical Habitat is not consistent with permitted bypass flow 
agreements for dam operators impacting listed species. The lack of bypass flows 
from the Lake Water systems Searsville diversion occurs during the critical 
outmigration and summer/fall low flow season for steelhead and other listed 
aquatic species. 
 
The 2004 hydrographs also show that when the other monitored watershed 
streams began to receive multiple pulses of flow from rain events between late 
October and late December, lower Corte Madera Creek has no flow, however, as 
inflows to Searsville Reservoir replace diverted and evaporated water during the 
dry season and the dam releases no water. Reservoir caused evaporation and 
Searsville diversion activities to the Lake Water System during this time also 
delay water spilling from the dam; effectively extending the duration of no 
downstream flow. The lack of fall and pre-spill winter bypass flow and the 
extension of de-watering downstream of Searsville Dam due to diversion 
activities directly to the Lake Water system and activities at the reservoir, limits 
and delays adequate migration flows for adult steelhead migration in lower Corte 
Madera Creek and along the entire mainstem of San Francisquito Creek, and 
damages or destroys aquatic habitat resources. 
 
No comparison of these hydrographs, and other extensive hydrologic data which 
Stanford has been collecting for decades, was included or analyzed in the HCP 
or DEIS and the claim in those documents that Lake Water diversion activities at 
Searsville Dam have a minimal impact on downstream surface flows and listed 
species in the watershed is completely erroneous and not supported with any 
data or analytical methodology. The HCP and DEIS show no analysis or 
mitigation plan for ensuring adequate flows for steelhead and other species in 
Critical Habitat downstream of Stanford’s integrated Lake Water diversion facility 
at Searsville Dam (which feeds Felt Reservoir and modifies bypass flows to San 
Francisquito Pump Station). With the recently expanded storage capacity at Felt 
Reservoir and the unpermitted diversion source to it from Searsville, Stanford 
would be able to divert more water from Corte Madera Creek and their Searsville 
diversion to Felt Reservoir and further dewater downstream habitat with no 
bypass flow agreement. It is unacceptable for the HCP and EIS to allow for the 
exclusion of one of the University’s key diversion sources (Searsville) to the Lake 
Water system, Felt Reservoir, and flow modifications to downstream diversions.  
 
It needs to be noted here again that, as is stated multiple times in the HCP and 
other documents already submitted, Searsville Dam and diversion activities do 
have the physical capacity to release water downstream of the dam even after 
the reservoir elevation falls below the spillway. Searsville has a diversion intake 



in the reservoir that can and does divert water below the spillway elevation. Two 
diversion pipes leave the base of Searsville Dam adjacent to Corte Madera 
Creek. Stanford can and does operate a blow-off valve below the dam that, when 
operated for periodic inspections, releases water from the reservoir directly into 
Corte Madera Creek. Despite this repeatedly stated data, there remains 
confusion and misinformation that the configuration and activities at the 
Searsville diversion are incapable of providing bypass flows downstream. 
Searsville Dam and diversion activities can, and occasionally do, bypass flows 
around the dam and into Corte Madera Creek. Adequate bypass flows could be 
readily established at the Lake Water systems Searsville diversion by modifying 
Lake Water system activities (as has been done at the other two Lake Water 
system diversions) and ensuring adequate downstream bypass flows even after 
the reservoir falls below the spillway through existing and/or modified 
downstream blow-off valves and diversion pipes adjacent to Corte Madera 
Creek. Such bypass flow measures for this Lake Water system diversion were 
not described, assessed or proposed in the HCP or DEIS. Again, Searsville Dam 
is a Felt Reservoir and Lake Water system diversion facility with no adequate 
bypass flow measures and activities of this diversion modify and impact ‘bypass” 
flows described for the San Francisquito Pump Station. 
 
 
Searsville cannot be separated from the Lake Water System 
 
The intent of showing the inseparable connection between the Lake Water 
systems diversion at Searsville and other components of the Lake Water system, 
is not to challenge the proposed operations or modifications at the Felt Diversion, 
Felt Reservoir, or the San Francisquito Creek Pump Station. In fact, in many 
cases, when designed and operated correctly, we support stream diversion 
facilities that ensure adequate bypass flows downstream and wildlife migration 
past them. We also support the lessened environmental damage of off-stream 
reservoirs like Felt over on-stream reservoirs such as Searsville.  
 
The point of drawing these connections is that Searsville Dam, Reservoir and 
activities are directly connected to, and inseparable from, the operations of  Felt 
Reservoir, San Francisquito Creek Pump Station, bypass flows below Searsville 
Dam, and other integrated plumbing of the Lake Water System. While proposed 
bypass flow agreements may provide adequate stream flow downstream of the 
Lake Water system’s Felt Diversion (in Los Trancos Creek) and the San 
Francisquito Creek Pump Station diversion (for lower San Francisquito Creek), 
the lack of adequate bypass flows, water quality, and fish passage at the Lake 
Water system’s third surface diversion (Searsville Dam) is not consistent with 
legal protections for public trust resources. Operations of Stanford’s Lake Water 
system provide no bypass flow agreements for lower Corte Madera Creek and 
upper San Francisquito Creek downstream to the San Francisquito Pump 
Station.  In addition, because the Searsville diversion causes an on-stream 
reservoir, unlike the Felt and San Francisquito Creek Pump Station diversions, 



this third diversion negatively impacts water quality released below the dam, 
downstream habitat conditions, and proliferates and disperses non-native 
predator species downstream.  
 
For these and other previously submitted reasons, Searsville Dam and Reservoir 
and their activities are inseparable from and therefore must be considered a part 
of Stanford’s non-potable “Lake Water” system 
 
 
Other clarifying issues from the June 21 meeting with the Services 
 
Upper Searsville Lake- 
  
Searsville Dam and Reservoir is no longer effectively connected to the “Upper” 
Searsville Lake, west of Portola Road. After Searsville Dam was raised in the 
early 1900’s, and when flashboards were regularly installed to raise the capacity 
and elevation of the reservoir, Upper Searsville Lake was inundated and 
connected to Searsville Reservoir. However, with the combined construction of 
the Portola Road roadfill prism and elevated culverts underneath, elimination of 
the Searsville Dam flashboard installation activities to reduce upstream flooding, 
and sedimentation in the reservoir, Upper Searsville Lake is no longer inundated 
by the impounded waters of Searsville Reservoir. There is localized groundwater 
interaction between the two water bodies and Upper Searsville Lake drains into 
Searsville Reservoir, but Upper Searsville Lake is no longer connected to 
Searsville Reservoir. This location historically contained a natural pond, and 
while modified, can be considered a true “Lake”. This issue was brought up with 
respect to the topic of what Stanford considers “Searsville Reservoir” and 
“activities”, especially with regards to non-native species management and water 
quality issues within Searsville Reservoir proper and the disconnected Upper 
Searsville Lake.  
 
Groundwater Wells- 
 
Stanford’s June 09, 2006 “Lake Water Sources” map clearly shows “Wells” 
connected to “Pipes” that feed into the “Lake Water Sources” system of 
Stanford’s non-potable water system. The draft HCP (p. 63) states that five 
groundwater wells “are used to supplement Lake water for irrigation in the 
summer and fall” and that all “groundwater wells take water from at least 100 feet 
below the surface and they are not hydraulically connected to the creeks. They 
do not, therefore, affect the creek flow conditions and do not affect steelhead at 
all.” The HCP and DEIS provides no useful documentation, analysis, or 
methodology to support the above conclusion of  “no affect” to steelhead, 
minimal impact to surface flows, or that the aquifer(s) utilized by the wells is “not 
hydraulically connected to the creeks”. The HCP and DEIS must cite data, 
analysis, and methods that supports these statements and claims.  
 



 
Please contact me with any questions about this letter. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Matt Stoecker 
Director 
BEYOND SEARSVILLE DAM 
(650) 380-2965 
 
Cc: Catherine Palter, Stanford University 
 John Hennessy, President, Stanford University 

Charles Carter, Stanford University 
Jean McCown, Stanford University 
Tom Zigterman, Stanford University 
Chris Field, Stanford University 
Pamela Matson, Stanford University 
Alan Launer, Stanford University 
David Freyberg, Stanford University 
Buzz Thompson, Stanford University 
Jeff Koseff, Stanford University 
Richard White, Stanford University 
Rob Donlan, Legal Counsel for Stanford University 
Charlotte Ambrose, NOAA 
Amanda Morrison, NOAA 
Tricia Parker, USFWS 
Jim Monroe, Dept. of Interior Solicitor’s Office 
Kathleen Goforth, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Jason Gerdes, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
David Johnston, DFG 
Kristine Atkinson, DFG 
Margaret Paul, DFG 
Kathy Geary, DFG 
Michelle Leicester, DFG 
Marcin Whitman, DFG 

 Carl Wilcox, DFG 
Ann Riley, San Francisco Bay Region Water Quality Control Board 
Ben Livsey, San Francisco Bay Region Water Quality Control Board 
David Wegner, House Subcommittee on Water Resources 
Richard Roos-Collins, Water and Power Law Group PC  
Beyond Searsville Dam Board, Advisory Council, and Coalition list 



San Francisquito Watershed Council and stakeholder list 
 
 

 



 
 
 



 


